Introduction
Blocking markings of a Petri net are reachable markings which enable transitions from only a single cluster. Therefore one obtains a dead marking after removing from the cluster all tokens of the blocking marking. In a free-choice system either all transitions of a given cluster are enabled or no transition is enabled. The blocking theorem states that a bounded and live free-choice system has blocking markings for every given cluster. Such blocking markings are uniquely determined by the cluster. In addition, for every reachable marking there exists an enabled occurrence sequence without transitions from the cluster, such that firing the occurrence sequence leads to the blocking marking.
Historically, the first proposition about blocking markings has been proved for safe and live T -systems by Genrich and Thiagarajan ([GT1984] ). Later this result has been generalized considerably to bounded and live free-choice systems by Gaujal, Haar and Mairesse ([GHM2003] ). Their proof of the blocking theorem goes by induction on the number of T -components from a covering of the net and uses CP-subnets. The proof employs subtle arguments about occurrence sequences; in particular it uses reverse firing.
In the present paper we will give a shorter proof without reverse firing. Our proof rests on the following ingredients: The equivalence of liveness and deadlock-freeness for bounded, stronglyconnected free-choice systems, the reduction of well-formed free-choice nets via CP-subnets and the uniqueness of blocking markings in bounded and live T -systems and certain marked CP-subnets.
Prerequisites
We will assume that the reader is familiar with the basic properties of ordinary Petri nets. For the convenience of the reader and to fix the notation we recall some concepts which are used throughout the paper. We consider finite ordinary Petri nets ( ) 
is a set of nodes from a net ( )
is a subnet of N , called the subnet of N generated by X .
which is generated by a nonempty subset X of nodes, is a T -component of N iff T N is strongly connected and 
For a net N the firing rule defines the firing of a transition: A transition T t ∈ is enabled at a marking µ of N iff each place from ( ) t pre is marked at µ with at least one token. Being enabled, t may occur or fire. Firing t yields a new marking ' µ , which results from µ by consuming one token from each pre-place of t and by creating one additional token on each postplace of t ; this is denoted by ' 
Definition (CP-subnet)
A nonempty, connected and transition-bordered T -subnet N of a net N is a CP-subnet, if the complement N N− is nonempty and strongly-connected.
It is well-known that a CP-subnet of a well-formed free-choice net has a unique way-in transition, cf.
[DE1995], Prop. 7.10. The following Lemma 1.2 is a mild intensification of another wellknown result. It will be used in the proof of Theorem 2.4.
Lemma (Existence of CP-subnets)
Consider a well-formed free-choice net N , which is not a T -net, and a transition N t ∈ . Then there exists a CP-subnet
Proof. We choose a finite covering of N by T -components ( )
which is minimal, i.e. no proper subset I J ⊂ defines a covering ( )
. Attached to the covering we consider the undirected graph G with vertices all
. Connectedness of N implies, that also G is connected. Any undirected spanning tree of G has at least two leaves
vertices with exactly one adjacent edge. They correspond to the T -components The distinguished transition t is either contained in both components, i.e.
, or it is not contained in one component at least, say
. In both cases
Because i is a leaf of G , the subnet U 
Blocking Markings
This chapter introduces the concept of blocking markings. It presents our simplified proof of the blocking theorem for bounded and live free-choice systems in Theorem 2.4.
Definition (Blocking marking)
A blocking marking block µ associated to a cluster c in a Petri net is a reachable marking block µ which enables every transition from c , but no other transition of the net.
If the cluster c contains only one transition t , then we talk also about a blocking marking associated to t . Fig. 1 shows a safe and live free-choice system ( ) 
Remark (CP-subnet and induced blocking marking)
Consider 
Lemma (Uniqueness of markings in T-subnets)
Consider a strongly-connected net N , a transition-bordered 
This contradiction proves the lemma, q. e. d.
Before entering into our proof of the Blocking Theorem 2.4 we recall the key steps in the proof of without t , such that firing σ yields a blocking marking associated to t . They deduce that the resulting blocking marking is unique, if one admits only occurrence sequences without t . Their reasoning uses the fact that firing a transition of a T -system does not disable any other transition.
To prove uniqueness also for arbitrary occurrence sequences, the authors have to convert occurrence sequences, which include t , by reverse firing to occurrence sequences, which avoid t , without changing the resulting marking. • From the beginning we restrict to occurrence sequences without transitions from the distinguished cluster. It is not necessary to deal with other occurrence sequences.
• For the general case of bounded and live free-choice systems the existence of blocking markings derives directly from a simple liveness argument. It is not necessary to consider T -systems first.
• To prove the uniqueness of blocking markings we construct a finite sequence of strictly decreasing free-choice subnets of N . For the construction we remove successively CP-subnets. This construction goes by induction and ends with a T -component.
We prove that any two blocking markings coincide on all those CP-subnets and on the final T -component. For this purpose we use the uniqueness statement for marked T -nets from Lemma 2.3. During the whole proof of the uniqueness part we hold constant the blocking markings. There is no need to fire any occurrence sequence.
Theorem (Blocking marking)
Every cluster c in a bounded and live free-choice system ( ) iii) Home state: Existence and uniqueness of the blocking marking imply that any blocking marking is a home state, q. e. d.
Perspectives
The blocking theorem for T-system has been applied for the first time in [GT1984] to study Bipolar Synchronization Schemes, while the general case has been used in [GHM2003] to study routed stochastic Petri nets. 
